
James's Rash

1. Noun

2. Noun

3. Concrete Noun

4. Collective Noun

5. Concrete Noun

6. Concrete Noun

7. Noun

8. Noun

9. Noun

10. Preposition

11. Pronoun

12. Noun

13. Noun

14. Number

15. Number

16. Noun - Plural

17. Noun

18. Conjunction

19. Compound Noun

20. Verb

21. Verb - Present Tense

22. Compound Noun

23. Noun
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24. Noun

25. Singular Noun

26. Possessive Noun

27. Proper Noun

28. Adverb

29. Verb - Present Tense

30. Abstract Noun

31. Interjection

32. Adjective



James's Rash

James woke up with a Noun rash. He decided he would go to the Noun to look for some

concrete noun to make it stop collective noun . Sadly, all he found was concrete noun , not

concrete noun . He decided that he would go to the Noun to buy some Noun instead.

When he got to the Noun , he asked the clerk if they had any. The man pointed him toward the

Preposition of the Pronoun , where James found what he was looking for. When James went to

pay for the Noun , he made a very sad discovery. The clerk told him that the Noun would cost

$ Number , but James only had $ Number Noun - Plural to spend. He put the Noun

back Conjunction headed home. When he got there, he decided that he would take a bath in

compound noun , which he had heard helped to verb Verb - Present Tense . So James took a

bath in the compound noun . It still didn't get rid of the Noun rash. He was so frustrated of the rash

that he decided to try Noun to heal it. So he went to see Mr. singular noun . He possessive 

noun the healing shop in Proper Noun town Pennsylvania. He gave James a good long bath in

Adverb itch chemical. That is what finally cured his Verb - Present Tense rash.He was very

abstract noun that the rash was gone. It was also the end of a interjection yet Adjective day.
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